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About This Game

During your career as an archaeologist, you firmly believed that the Tree of Life was simply a myth. However, once you
uncover a magical artifact, you open brand new worlds of possibility. You're whisked away to a lush world that is slowly being

poisoned by a mysterious dark force. Your artifact is the key to restoring this beautiful world, but dark forces stand in your way.
Protect the artifact and save this dying world in Amaranthine Voyage: The Tree of Life, a thrilling Hidden-Object Puzzle

Adventure game.

Bonus gameplay
Integrated Strategy Guide

Downloadable soundtrack and art
Exclusive behind the scenes video

Re-playable mini-games and hidden-object scenes
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amaranthine voyage the tree of life collector's edition walkthrough. amaranthine voyage the tree of life collector's edition

As of the release, it's a very generic match 3 game with a dearth of explanation as to what's going on, how to proceed, and very
oppositional goals depending on the mode you're playing. In story mode, you're looking to beat the score requirement within a
limited number of moves, whereas in the arcade you're playing against the timer. The game desperately needs a settings menu so
you can turn the one and only music track down. The story, such as it is, is lackluster. You're going to school and you run across
a handful of stereotypes that you 'know' but don't, since they're silhouettes until you beat their first dates in the arcade mode, but
their achievements for doing so give you their character style immediately. I struggled to meet the point goals in the first four
dates, even repeating dates two and four, and then, on date 5 (the introduction of the teacher) I beat the goal score requirement
in two moves? The progression needs balancing. No nudity so far, interested to see where the game will progress in time,
though.. This is meh...like the rest of the game.... I really like this. I was lucky that this was one of my first experiences with
proper touch controllers. Its simple to get to grips with but very effective. Totally immersive, beautifully detailed and
meticulously executed. For something that is free, I found more in it than others that I have paid much more for. It is a great
starting place as an introduction into what a well produced VR experience should be. Highly recommended.. It's 99 cents, just
buy it.. Great crash'em up racer. Love that sound of zombies splattering against the grille!. This is an action game for people
who suck at action games (like me!).

Unlike DMC or Bayonetta, you're not going to have dozens upon dozens of moves to work with, but this also means that the
moves you do have access to become familiar tools in your arsenal.

Fewer, but better defined moves, combined with very generous timing windows for your button presses make for a combat
system that is forgiving, but not sloppy.

Characters are entertaining and surprisingly endearing. The excellent voice acting does a lot in bringing them to life.

Also, if you REALLY need to cheese the game, that option is also available in the form of certain ranged moves :P

. Super fun game. Hilarious NPC's. Old RPG game style of play. would buy this game again and again. Only bad thing is that it
doesn't have a full on option menu. I just wish there was a trading card and steam achievement for this game.

I stopped playing Final Fantasy Type 0 HD and planning to skip playing One Piece and MG:Phantom Pain just to continue
playing this game.. This game is
OKEY-DOKEY. This show is so cheesy. Johnny Cage was a Power Ranger!? Rofl.. An incredibly satisfying ending to a great
trilogy, though some things do feel abit rushed; namely the characterization of Black Magic, who seems incredibly bipolar after
the first game. Still, I really enjoyed the ending and how my decisions carried through to the end.
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I really really wanted to like this game. Actually I wanted to LOVE this game. I got Wargame: European Escalation awhile ago
and I personally loved that game, it was so damn cool. This game on the other hand is......damn awful. Its horrible!!!

First what really pisses me off the most is the AI. Now if your planning on playing singleplayer than DO NOT GET THIS
GAME!!! Multiplayer USED to be good but that was many moons ago. Nowadays multiplayer is completely dead and no one
ever plays anymore which in turn forces the player to play against the hellish AI if you want to play this game. Guess what!!!
The AI is a MASSIVE MASSIVE CHEAT!!! Now I dont remember W:EE ever having this problem.

I'm guessing your wondering whats wrong with the AI? well I shall tell you.......EVERYTHING!!! So at the start of a skirmish
match with the AI you will notice that the AI instantly knows exactly where all your units are placed and what type of units they
are. The AI doesnt do any scouting at all they just insantly know everything about your forces and send the exact counters to
your units. Another thing that really grinds my gears is that the AI doesnt have a limited resource pool. See if you have ever
played another game from the wargame series you would know that you the human player is limited in resourses and at the
beginning of a match you must go around the map capturing resource zones in order to gain more resourses to deploy more
units......well........... the AI doesnt have to do that AT ALL!!! The AI isnt at all limited in resources and at the very begining of a
skirmish match they will simply spam ALL the units that they have in there deck and send them into a MASSIVE blob that
steam rolls the player while you struggle to get even a small handfull of units. This combined with the fact that the AI always
knows everything about your units and where there at makes playing singleplayer nearly impossible and not fun at all.
Multiplayer was fun but now that its dead theres no point to this game.

But wait! Theres more! The aircraft is unbalanced (kinda like this entire game) for example When attempting to play against the
God awful AI you will need some Anti-Air systems because the AI likes to spam lots and lots of aircraft.
But! the anti-air is completely uselsess mainly because they cant hit $hit. Even if its a top of the line anti-air system it still cant
hit a helicopter thats hovering right in front of it....(not even moving just sitting there in the AA's face and the AA still cant hit
it), and thats helicopters! dont even get me started on jet fighters which the AI spams like there going outta style. They zoom
over and drop there huge @$$ bombs destroying what little forces you had before your (top of the line) AA can even aim at
them, and even if your AA hits a fighter jet it still doesnt destroy it. It takes alot more than it should to shoot down a jet.

This game was great when multiplayer was alive and if it still was I might actually have recommend this game.....but its not.
They make this game look like a fine strategy game, but in reality its just a fancy arcade game with good graphics.
My advice. Dont even think about getting this game. Save your money and get the newest Wargame: Red Dragon.

I deeply hope that this review was helpful.
. If you can't use it your a low level or your just glitched or your just a moron. VR version Would not run smoothly on my
machine **

i7-7700HQ Quad Core --- 6 GB GTX 1060 --- 16 GB ram --- (constantly seeing the game fade out and white STEAM window
show up while computer works in background) while in VR. Have not tried to play without VR (and frankly wouldn't want to.)

IF the game ran on my machine I would be pretty into it, it's a very immersive fantasy/horror/challenge. Kind of like Dark Souls
meets Flappy Bird.

Great sound design and visuals. Clearly a well-done indie game by a studio that is going places.. The tutorial is only available in
Russian.. At first i thought that this game was just a rip-off trying to cash on the aesthetics and success of Mark of the Ninja,
and i am glad that i was totally wrong.

The art and sound direction is ridiculously similar to the stealh action title by KLEI, but the game is a really nice action
platformer. You can play the levels in different ways: time, items, no death.... and it even has a level editor

Surprisingly good, and fairly hard.

Hidden bundle gem. If you're a fan of Mega Man and Strider, then this is a pretty fun game.
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